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Flora and Fauna Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. What are evergreen tropical or subtropical forests called?

Savannah

Jungle

Taiga

2. Which kind of animals did evolve from dinosaurs?

Birds

Mammals

Cetaceans
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3. What is photosynthesis in plants?

A synthesis of organic compounds from from low-energy substrates

A method of autotrophic nutrition

A vegetative reproduction with the help of sunlight

4. How can the age of a tree be determined?

By it's height in meters

By he number of the annual rings

By the number of branches extending from the trunk

5. Which insect can fly forward, backward and sideways?

A аly

A иee

A dragonfly

6. Which bird can dive to a depth of 500 meters?

A penguin

A cormorant

A gull

7. Which predators do swallow stones?

Goannas

Crocodiles

Lions

8. Which plant has no leaves and roots and eats only the plant sap where it parasitizes?

Rafflesia

Eyebright

Dodder

9. Which animal utters the loudest sounds that can be heard over 800 kilometers?
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Blue whale

Back-headed gull

Elephant

10. Which bird is able to sleep in flight at a speed of 40 kilometers per hour?

A stork

A gerfalcon

An albatross
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Flora and Fauna Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. What are evergreen tropical or subtropical forests called?
  Jungle
  2. Which kind of animals did evolve from dinosaurs?
  Birds
  3. What is photosynthesis in plants?
  A synthesis of organic compounds from from low-energy substrates
  4. How can the age of a tree be determined?
  By he number of the annual rings
  5. Which insect can fly forward, backward and sideways?
  A dragonfly
  6. Which bird can dive to a depth of 500 meters?
  A penguin
  7. Which predators do swallow stones?
  Crocodiles
  8. Which plant has no leaves and roots and eats only the plant sap where it parasitizes?
  Dodder
  9. Which animal utters the loudest sounds that can be heard over 800 kilometers?
  Blue whale
  10. Which bird is able to sleep in flight at a speed of 40 kilometers per hour?
  An albatross
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